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In this talk we describe the contribu on of controlled mobility to the enhancement of the performance of wireless sensors
networks (WSNs). In par cular, we are interested in using mobility for increasing their life me i.e., the period of me the network is
able to provide its intended func onali es.
More specifically, for WSNs that comprise a large number of sta cally placed sensor nodes, transmi ng data to a collec on
point (the sink), we show that by controlling the sink movements we can obtain remarkable life me improvements.
Our approach to determine sink movements starts with defining a mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) analy cal model whose
solu on determines those sink routes that maximize network life me. We then define the first heuris cs for controlled sink
movements that are fully distributed and localized.
The Greedy Maximum Residual Energy (GMRE) heuris c lets the sink move from its current loca on to a new site as if
drawn toward the area where nodes have the highest residual energy. We also introduce a simple distributed mobility scheme
(Random Movement or RM) according to which the sink moves uncontrolled and randomly throughout the network.
The diﬀerent mobility schemes are compared through ns2‐based simula ons in networks with diﬀerent nodes deployment, data
rou ng protocols, and constraints on the sink movements.
In all considered scenarios, we observe that moving the sink always increases network life me.
In par cular, our experiments show that controlling the mobility of the sink leads to remarkable improvements, which are
as high as sixfold compared to having the sink sta cally (and op mally) placed, and as high as twofold compared with uncontrolled
mobility.
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